Information and Announcements

International Olympiad in Informatics
The International Olympiad in Informatics (101) is one of the six science
olympiads held annually. The subjects in which the other five science olympiads
are held are nlathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and astronomy. 101 was
first conducted in 1989, in Bulgaria. This year's edition, 1012001, was held
from July 14-21, 2001 in Tampere, Finland, about 200 kms north of the country's capital city, Helsinki.
As with the other Olympiads, the host country provides local hospitality for the
participant.s in the competition. In this case, the local arrangenlent.s included
free t.ransportation t.o and from Helsinki because a number of participants
found it. more convenient (and significantly less expensive) t.o arrive in Helsinki,
rather than Talnpere.
A typical team at 101 consists of the student cOinpetitors (up to four) aCCOlnpanied by a leader and a deputy leader. This year, 72 countries sent teanls,
though not all teams had the full complement of four students. North America,
Europe and Asia are all well represented at lOr. Quite a few countries froin
South Anlcrica and Africa do not yet participate. Other than India, prominent
absentees include Belgium, Japan and New Zealand.
India has not been sending a team to 101, but plans to do so in 2002. In
keeping with the tradit.ional procedure at the science olYlnpiads, India had t.o
officially nominate an observer to attend 101 this year in order to qualify to
send a full t.eam next year. India was the only country that sent an observer
to 1012001. I was the official Observer from India at Tampere.
The Local Organization

1012001 was organized by the University of Tampere. The main competition,
along with the opening and closing ceremonies, was held in the city's conference
centre, Tmnpere Hall. This ilnpressive building is just across the road from the
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main campus of the University of Tampere. The students and accompanying
adults were housed in (separate) hotels within a few hundred metres of Tampere Hall. Meals were organized in a dining hall within the University. The
proximity of the conference venue to the accommodation for the guests luade
it possible to travel back and forth on foot with minimum delays, resulting in
a considerable saving in time and effort (in terms of avoiding coordinating the
movement of large groups of people by bus).
One feature of organizing 101 - in contrast to, say the Mathematics Olympiad
- is that the venue for the competition has to be equipped with vast computer
infrastructure. In the case of 1012001, a huge room within Tampere Hall was
equipped with about 300 new computers, networked together, for the students
to use for the competition. In addition, about 75 computers, one per country,
were made available in another hall for the team leaders and deputy leaders to
use for translation, checking the evaluation etc. (At the end of 1012001, these
computers were donated to the public school system in Tampere.)
The Academic Programme

The format of 101 has been evolving and is now quite similar to, say, the
International Mathematics Olympiad. The host country invites competition
questions from all over the world. These questions are then shortlisted by
a local committee. There are two days of competition and the problems for
each day are chosen from the shortlist by the host country and presented for
approval the night before each competition day to the General Assembly, consisting of all team leaders. Once the questions are approved, the team leaders
from non-English speaking countries are allowed to translate the questions into
their native language.
In fact, 1012001 was the first 101 where questions for the competition were
contributed from outside the host country. In addition, the organizers have
recently formed an International Scientific Committee (lSC) consisting of 34 elected members together with some de facto members from past, present
and future 101 local organizing committees to assist in the problem short listing
process. This year, for the first time, the lSC reviewed the questions shortlisted
by the host country and checked them for ambiguity, level of difficulty, etc.
This screening resulted, 1 believe, in significantly shorter General Assembly
meetings for approving the final competition questions because many of the
rough edges had already been taken off the questions by the ISC.
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As in other Olympiads, each competitor participates as an individual. Each
day of cOlnpetition consists of three 'tasks' to be completed over a period of five
hours. The tasks are algorithmic in nature and involve some non--trivial use
of techniques from the design and analysis of algorithms and data structures.
This year's questions were universally acknowledged to be harder than in any
previous 101, and in my opinion they were difficult even for computer science

undergraduates, let alone high-school students.
Two of the problems from this year's competition, are given at the end of this
article: the problems have been edited to make them more concise. Interested
students are invited to send in their solutions to the author.
The competitors have to generate working programs for each of the tasks in the
competition in order to get credit. The programs are evaluated automatically
using carefully chosen test data - it is important to note that the source code
is not evaluated at all for style, conciseness etc. Moreover, if the program does
not work, the solution gets zero credit - there is no way of assigning partial
credit for non-working code. Thus, not only do the competitors have to be
trained in the underlying theory of algorithms, they must also be capable of
generating working code under severe time constraints.
Each task is accompanied by limits on the amount of memory and the tillle
available to the competitor's solution. The test data is designed in such a way
that it distinguishes optimal solutions from non-optimal ones. By choosing
suitable values for the test data, the organizers ensure that inefficient solutions
will overrun either the space or the time limit. Typically, each problem is
evaluated using 20 or 25 test inputs. Each test passed by the program thus
gives it 4-5 points out of a maximum possible 100.
One negative feature of this evaluation system is that a correct program that
fails to meet the time/space requirements is given the same marks (zero) as a
program that is incorrect. There is a suggestion to give 'degraded' but nonzero marks for correct solutions that fail to meet the time/space bounds. One
constraint is that the entire evaluation system is automated and in order to
process and tabulate the results in a reasonable amount of time, some cutoffs
have to be imposed on the running tilne of submitted solutions.
The progralnming languages available to the competitors are Pascal, C and
C++. This year, students had a choice of working either under lVIicrosoft
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Windows or Linux. The actual testing and evaluation were done under Linux.
Students submitted their programs as source code via a web interface to the
evaluation server, which compiled the programs and ran them on the test
inputs.
Till last year, the operating system used for the competition was Microsoft
DOS, which has severe limitations on the memory usage of programs (among
other shortcomings). By switching to a luore modern operating environment,
the organizers were able to set questions that were more challenging in terms of
the time and space requirements that had to be satisfied to get a fully correct
solution.
However, as I noted earlier, there was a feeling that this year's questions were,
perhaps, too hard. This was reflected in the scores - while there were 2 or
3 perfect scores at 1012000 in Beijing, this year, the highest score was 585
on 600, and the second and third positions were around 525 and 485 with a
further sharp fall in scores through the gold medal list. Interestingly, but not
surprisingly, the top scorer Reid Barton of USA, had just won a Gold medal
scoring 42/42 at the IMO held a week earlier.
Another important factor is that most of the team leaders at 1012001 were
not well-versed in algorithms and data structures. As far as I could tell, the
basic interest of almost all the team leaders was computer pedagogy ('how to
introduce computers and programming in a school curriculum'). Given that
the questions at 1012001 went well beyond the abilities of the tean1 leaders, it
is not surprising that the students performed rather badly!
101 in 2002

The next 101 will be held in South Korea, in August, 2002. It will luark
the first time that India competes in IOI. A national level steering committee
has been constituted and a first-round nationwide screening test to select the
tean1 is planned for February, 2002. Selecting and training the team is a n1ajor
challenge, but I am confident that India will field a competitive team in Korea

Madhavan Mukund, Chennai Mathematical Institute
Chennai, India.
E-mail:madhavan@cmi.ac.in
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Problem TwoFive

Considerthe set of permutations of the 25 letters 'A'-'Y'. We say that a permutation is legal if the. following holds:
• Write out the word as a 5 x 5 table, filling the rows first; for example, the
permutation ADJPTBEKQUCGLRVFINSWHMOXY is written as
A

D

J

P

T

B E K Q U
C G L
FIN
HMO

R
S
X

V
W
Y

• The permutation. is legal if the letters are in ascending order in each row as
well as in each column.
For instance, ADJPTBEKQUCGLRVFINSWHMOXY is legal, in contrast
to ADJPTBEGQUCl(LRVFINSWHI\10XY, where the order is violated in
both the second and third column.
Order the set of legal permutations lexicographically. The first legal permutation
is ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY, the second is ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSUTVWXY, ('U' and 'T' interchanged), and so on.
Write a progranl that.determines the lexicographic rank of an arbitrary legal
permutation, and also the permutation corresponding to a given lexicographic
rank. Fact: There are no more than 231 legal permutations.
Test data: Each input file consists of two lines. The first line contains a string
with one character: a 'W' or an 'N'.
If the first line contains a 'W', then the second line contains a legal permutation
(presented as a string of 25 characters). The output should be the lexicographic
tank of this permutation.
If the first line contains an 'N', then the second line contains the lexicographic
rank of a legal permutation. The output should then be the actual permutation
corresponding to this rank.

Time and space.constraints: The time limit for each test is 0.02 ms and the
memory limit for the program is 32 MB.
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Problem Mobiles
The goal is to update and answer questions on-line about a square matrix A of
integers. (In the original problem, A represents information about mobile phones,
whence the title.) Each on-line input is one of four types:

• (0, S)

-Initialize A as an S x S matrix with all zeroes.

• (l,i,j,n)

-Add n (positive or negative) to the value at A(i, j). The
updated value at A (i, j) is guaranteed to remain positive.

• (2, l, b, r, t)

-Print out the sum of all the entries A(i, j) where
l ::; i ::; rand b ::; j ::; t.

• (3)

- Terminate the program.

A sample test input
Input
(0,4)
(1,1,2,3)
(2,0,0,2,2)

Output

-3
(1,1,1,2)
(1,1,2,-1)
(2,1,1,2,3)
4
(3)

Explanation
Initialize A to size 4 x 4
Add 3 to A(I, 2)
Query sum of rectangle 0 ::; i ::; 2, 2 ::; j ::; 2
Answer the query
Add 2 to A(I, 1)
Subtract 1 from A(I, 2)
Query sum of rectangle 1 ::; i ::; 2, 1 ::; j ::; 3
Answer the query
Terminate prograIll

Limits on test data
Table size, S x S
Value V of a cell A(i, j) at any time
Update alllount, N
Number of instructions in input, U
Sun1 of all entries in the table, M

1 xI::; S x S ::; 1024 x 1024
o < V < 2 15 - 1
_2 15 ::;

N::;

2 15 _1

3 ::; U ::; 60002
M ::; 230

Out of the 20 test inputs, 16 are such that the table size is at most 512 x 512.
Time and space constraints: The time limit for each test is 1 ms and the
n1emory limit for the program is 5 MB.
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